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DataDefractor™ Solo User’s
Guide
A guide to setting up and using DataDefractor Solo
v1.1

This document is an introduction to DataDefractor Solo – a standalone application designed to extract
and normalize data from semi-structured data sources. It assumes you have conceptual understanding
of data warehousing.
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About DataDefractor
Introduction
This chapter explains the purpose of DataDefractor and its main usability patterns. In addition, it
expands on the fundamental terminology used throughout this document.

Product Overview
DataDefractor is designed to normalize semi-structured data sources such as Microsoft Excel® or CSV
reports and spreadsheets. Once the data is extracted, DataDefractor normalizes it and stores it on the
file system in the form of normalized flat files of factual data and contextual metadata.
With the help of its example-driven wizard user interface you can map-out the rules that define the
model of your semi-structured spreadsheets. During runtime, DataDefractor will use these rules to
extract the data, normalize it and produce the resulting output. The extraction rules are stored as a
document and can be reused and modified via DataDefractor’s wizard user interface. You can use these
rules to normalize the input data by using either the wizard user interface or the DataDefractor
command line engine.
Typical use-case scenarios for DataDefractor include extracting and normalizing fact and dimensional
data from semi-structured enterprise Excel spreadsheet reports, Excel PivotTable® reports, flat files, text
files and CSV files and feeding it into an enterprise data warehouse, data mart, or OLAP cube.
The main features of DataDefractor include:
Automatic spreadsheet header/footer discovery
DataDefractor includes algorithms for automatic discovery of headers and footers with flexible
number of rows.
Normalization of nested multi-paged data sources
Complex and deeply de-normalized worksheets with multi-level cascading structures can be
mapped out and normalized without writing one line of code.
Flexible fact region definitions
In many cases semi-structured data sources with a common structure have subtle differences –
for example two worksheets with the same structure may have different number of columns.
DataDefractor provides the user with flexible rules that capture the variable structure of a semistructured data source. These rules can be reused repetitively to normalize other data sources
with the same flexible structure.
Regular-expression-based context extractions
The product features powerful extraction mechanism based on regular expressions.
Multi-data source processing
DataDefractor’s normalization engine can process many data sources at once as long as they
observe a common structure.
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Multidimensional model
The output of DataDefractor is a full-blown multidimensional model which can be loaded
directly into a decision support systems such as a data mart, enterprise data warehouse or an
OLAP cube.

Terminology
To be able to successfully use DataDefractor it is important to understand the terminology associated
with the product and the problems it is designed to solve. The terms which are fundamental for
understanding how DataDefractor works revolve around the type of data it is designed to extract. First
and foremost, the data targeted by DataDefractor is factual.
According to the Compact Oxford English Dictionary facts are “information used as evidence or as part of
a report”. This information may represent measurements taken while monitoring series of events. The
sales transactions recorded by a cash register or the air temperatures measured by an atmospheric
sensor at a weather station are both examples of factual data.
Factual data is usually numeric, but may also be of any other type like text or date. For example, the
respondents’ answer to an open-ended survey question is a textual fact.
Regardless of the data type, facts are usually cardinal – they can be compared against each other, i.e.
the distance between any two fact values can be measured. In rare cases, the facts are just ordinal –
they cannot be compared quantitively, but can be positioned relatively to each other.
Factual information sometimes appears as an attribute of more than one entity. For example, the price
of a product may vary based on the stores it’s being sold at. The particular price of a product at a
particular store is a fact associated with both the product and the store where it is being sold.
Be it a measurement or a varying attribute, the factual information is usually associated with some kind
of context. For example, in the case of a sales transaction recorded by a cash register, the date and time
of the sale, the cash register ID and the store where the cash register was located are all part of the
context for this transaction. The exact point in time and the location of the weather station where the
air temperature was measured both represent some context for the temperature measurement. In the
case of a varying product price, the product and the store it’s being sold at are both context for the
price.
Another aspect of the data extracted from DataDefractor is its structure. The product can extract factual
and contextual information from both structured and semi-structured data sources. The real strength of
the product is in its ability to extract data from complex semi-structured data sources; however since
structured data is simpler to define and process, we will start with it.
The term structured data refers to data which originates from a relational source. Structured data is
contained within or represented by a relational data object – a table or a view. The formal definition of a
relational data object includes a set of fields. These fields are ordered and named and each of them has
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an explicit data type. A numeric data field cannot contain textual information and vice versa. Each
relational data object contains zero or more records of data. Each record contains the same exact
number of fields ordered according to the formal definition of the relational data object. DataDefractor
can extract factual and contextual information from structured relational data sources and could be
useful in case you need to normalize a structured but de-normalized data source.
However, semi-structured data is really what DataDefractor is all about. The term semi-structured refers
to data which is not stored in a relational database, but still maintains a certain level of structure. An
example of a semi-structured data is a financial report stored in an Excel workbook. It may contain
headers full of contextual information; then it may contain a set of nested sub-pages laid out so that
they please the human eye or are easy to print; the sub-pages may contain nuggets of facts wrapped by
shells of contextual information. This type of data does have structure to it, although not as simple as a
relational data object with its set of strongly-typed named and ordered data fields.
Additionally, the rules that govern the structure of a complex semi-structured data source are usually
external to it. As opposed to structured data sources, which contain their own schema and are fairly
self-descriptive, the semi-structured data sources subject to schemas stored and described elsewhere.
These schemas express flexible data sources whose form varies over time.
It is the purpose of DataDefractor’s wizard-driven user interface to help you define and map-out the
structural patterns of such a semi-structured data source. Once the structure is identified, its rules are
stored and re-used by DataDefractor to extract and normalize the data captured within any data source
that observes this same structure.
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Installing DataDefractor
Introduction
In this chapter you will learn about the prerequisite software required by DataDefractor’s installation as
well as how to install DataDefractor and how to activate it for use in both development and enterprise
environments. You will also be introduced to the variety of license models supported by DataDefractor.

Before You Install
Operating System
DataDefractor supports the following operating systems:
Windows® XP SP2
Windows Server® 2003 SP1
Windows Server 2003 R2
Windows 2000 SP4
Microsoft .NET Framework
DataDefractor is implemented with Microsoft .NET Framework and requires .NET 2.0 Runtime
Environment to be deployed to the target machine in order to function correctly.
Hardware
DataDefractor requires the following hardware configuration:
600 MHz Pentium III-compatible or faster processor; 1 GHz or faster processor is recommended.
512 MB of RAM or more.
50 MB of available hard disk space is recommended.
Super VGA (1,024x768) or higher-resolution video adapter and monitor.

Installing DataDefractor
DataDefractor is distributed as a standard Microsoft Installer installation package (MSI file). The product
must be installed on the target system before it can be used.
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You can download and install a fully functional version of DataDefractor for a trial period of 14 days.
During and after the trial period the following dialog box will appear every time you start DataDefractor:

During the trial period you will be able to press “Try DataDefractor” and evaluate the features of the
product. If you have activation key you can activate the product by pressing “Activate DataDefractor”.
That will invoke the DataDefractor License Manager where you will be able to activate the product (see
below). You can also navigate to the DataDefractor website to purchase an activation key by pressing
the “Purchase activation key” button.
Follow these steps to install DataDefractor:
1. Run DataDefractor.msi on the target system; this will launch DataDefractor’s installation
procedure.
2. Click “Next” on the Welcome page.
3. Read DataDefractor End User Agreement and if you agree with it, select “I accept the terms in
the license agreement”; Click “Next”.
4. In case you need to deploy DataDefractor to a folder different than the default one, select
“Custom” and click “Next”, then change the destination by clicking “Change”; In case you want
to deploy DataDefractor to the default location, select “Complete”; Click “Next”.
5. Click “Install”; this will execute the installation script which will deploy DataDefractor to the
target system.
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Understanding DataDefractor Licensing
The license activation is a one-time procedure, during which a license certificate is downloaded from
DataDefractor Activation Service and stored on the local machine. The activation procedure requires an
Internet connection.
Activation
A license is activated with an activation key. You can obtain an activation key from
www.datadefractor.com by purchasing a DataDefractor license.
You can activate DataDefractor either via Internet or e-mail. In both cases, you need to use a product
activation key. When the product is activated, a DataDefractor license certificate is downloaded and
stored on the target machine. Depending on the product activation key you used, the license certificate
may enable/disable specific features; may apply to one user only or to all the users of the system.
Every license has a scope. A license could be either system-wide or user-specific. Once activated on a
Windows machine, a system-wide license allows every user of this Windows system to use
DataDefractor. A user-specific license on the other hand, is only valid for the Windows user account,
which it was activated with. An activation key which unlocks a system-wide license is called a systemwide key; a key, which unlocks a user-specific license is called user-specific key.
Each activation key has a maximum number of available activations. Every time a system-wide key is
used to activate a license on a new system, the number of available activations associated with this key
is decremented. Every time a user-specific key is used to activate a license on a new combination of
system and user account, the number of available activations associated with this key is decremented.
Once the number of available activations for a key reaches zero, the activation key is exhausted and
cannot be used to activate DataDefractor.
System-wide keys are system-locked. The number of available activations for a system-wide key is
decremented only if the key has never been used on the target machine before. Once a system-wide key
is used on a machine, it can be re-used with the term on that machine without decrementing the count of
available activations for that key. Even if the machine’s hard-drive is reformatted and wiped out clean,
an activation procedure with a key, which was used on this machine before, will not count against the
maximum number of activations for that key.1
User-specific keys are system-user-locked. The number of available activations for a user-specific key is
decremented only if the key has never been used for this combination of machine and user account
before. Once a user-specific key is used on a machine for a specific user account, it can be reactivated
1

Disclaimer: No personal or identity information is transferred between the client machine and DataDefractor
Activation Service. The licensing software collects negligible software and hardware footprint information from the
target machine, scrambles it using a one-way hash algorithm and sends the hashed values to DataDefractor
Activation Service. The information sent over the wire is mere shadow of the original information and due to the
way one-way hashing works the original footprint information can never be recovered from the hashed values
stored by DataDefractor Activation Service.
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forever on that machine for that same user account without decrementing the count of available
activations for that key.
Using DataDefractor License Manager
DataDefractor License Manager is a standalone application, which helps you manage your current
DataDefractor licenses. You can launch DataDefractor License Manager by selecting “Start  All
Programs  Interactive Edge  DataDefractor  DataDefractor License Manager”.

If you have an active DataDefractor license on your system, DataDefractor License Manager will display the
terms of the license. In addition to this, DataDefractor License Manager will display all the license privileges
associated with the license. The scope of the license is also displayed – you can verify if the license is
system-wide or user-specific. If you want to get a new license key, you can click on the link “Get Activation
Key”.
If you want to get a new license key, you can click on the link “Get Activation Key”.
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Multiple License Certificates on One Machine
You can have only one system-wide license activated on a single machine at any given point in time. You
can have many user-specific licenses activated on a single machine, but only one per user. System-wide
and user-specific licenses can reside on the same machine.
When a user with a user-specific license is logged on to a machine, which also has a system-wide license,
the user-specific license overrides the system-wide license for this user.
License Certificate
DataDefractor license certificates consist of the following fields:
Product: The name of the product the license certificate is associated with. This field is always
“DataDefractor”.
Activation Date: For system-wide licenses this is the date of the first original activation of this certificate
on this machine; for user-specific licenses this is the date of the first original activation of this certificate
on this machine for this user.
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Expiration Date: If the certificate expires, this field contains the date when the certificate will no longer
be valid.
Trial Days: If the certificate expires, this field indicates the number of days between the activation and
expiration date.
Days Remaining: This field indicates the number of days left before the license expires.
License: The name of the license.
License Scope: Indicates the scope of the license. “System” indicates system-wide license. “User”
indicates user-specific license. Note that if a system-wide and a user-specific license for the currently
logged on user are both available on the same machine, DataDefractor License Manager will display only
the user-specific license.
Privileges: Indicates the privileges associated with the license. The privileges may be any one of the
following:

Developer – will only allow DataDefractor Solo Wizard to be executed.
Enterprise – will allow both DataDefractor Solo Wizard and DataDefractor Solo Batch Command
to be executed.

Activating a New DataDefractor License
Follow these steps to activate a DataDefractor license with DataDefractor License Manager:
1. Launch DataDefractor License Manager.
2. Type your product activation key in the edit box labeled “Enter your product activation key
below”.
3. Click “Activate License”.
4. DataDefractor License Manager will contact DataDefractor Activation Service – a web-service,
which keeps track of all DataDefractor licenses.
5. DataDefractor Activation Service will search for the license associated with your product
activation key.
6. In case the product activation key you provided is missing from DataDefractor Activation
Service’s databank, or its maximum number of activations has been exhausted, DataDefractor
Activation Service will deny activating the license on your machine.
7. If a valid license with unused activations is associated with your product activation key,
DataDefractor Activation Service will send back a license certificate, which will be stored on your
local system. The license will be either a system-wide (Enterprise) or a user-specific license
(Developer).
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8. In case a Developer license is activated on a system, which already has an active Developer
license for the currently logged-on user, the current Developer license is replaced by the new
one. Once replaced a Developer license can always be re-activated on the same machine for the
same user – this won’t decrement the number of available activations for this license key.
9. In case a Developer license is activated on a system, which has a Enterprise license, the
Developer license is activated only for the currently logged on user. The Enterprise license will
continue to apply to the rest of the users.
10. In case an Enterprise license is activated on a system which has Developer licenses, the
Enterprise license will only apply to the users who don’t have Developer licenses. The Enterprise
license is a system-wide license that is available to all users of that machine provided they don't
already have a Developer license. To upgrade a specific user that has a Developer license to the
Enterprise license, you must remove their developer license by deleting the
DataDefractorLicense.xml file for that user. The license xml files are stored in the
folder structure listed below (substitute the appropriate username):
%Root%\Documents and Settings\username\Application
Data\DataDefractor
Internet Connectivity and DataDefractor License Manager
As stated earlier, DataDefractor License manager needs a live Internet connection to activate a license.
It uses the Internet to send a web request to DataDefractor Activation Service.
If no Internet connection is available at the time of activation, DataDefractor License Manager will pop
up the following message:

Please copy all the information from the message edit box and send it to activate@datadefractor.com or
call us at 212-462-4900 x411. We will generate a license for you and will send the license with
instructions where to store it in your system.
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Silent Installation
In addition to the regular installation, DataDefractor features a silent installation procedure. It is invoked
on the command line of the target machine and installs DataDefractor without user interface
interruption. A silent installation is useful when DataDefractor must be deployed as part of another
larger-scope deployment routine.
A silent installation procedure is invoked on the command prompt like this:
DataDefractor.msi /qn
The behavior of the silent installation can be modified through command line parameters. The values of
these parameters are passed on the command line like this:
DataDefractor.msi /qn PARAM1=VALUE1 PARAM2=VALUE2
Here is the list of parameters used to control DataDefractor’s silent installation:
o

INSTALLDIR – Specifies the full path to the target location where DataDefractor is to
be deployed.
Example:
DataDefractor.msi /qn INSTALLDIR=”c:\MyDataDefractor Target
Location”
This will deploy DataDefractor to target folder c:\MyDataDefractor Target
Location.

You can perform a silent un-installation by invoking the following command:
Msiexec.exe /x DataDefractor.msi /qn

Silent Activation
DataDefractor’s silent installation does not activate the product. If you need to activate DataDefractor
silently as part of a deployment procedure, you should use DataDefractor’s silent activation batch script
ActivateDataDefractor.bat. You can find this script in DataDefractor’s program folder.
The activation batch script expects the product activation key to be passed as a parameter like this:
ActivateDataDefractor.bat “XXXXXXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXXXXXXXXXXX”
Similar to DataDefractor License Manager, the silent activation batch script requires a live Internet
connection.
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DataDefractor Version
New versions of DataDefractor are being released continuously. Major new versions are released rarely,
but minor new versions and service packs are delivered more often. Occasionally you may need to know
the exact version of DataDefractor currently installed on your system.
Follow these steps to find out what version of DataDefractor is installed on your machine:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click StartControl Panel.
Select “Add or Remove Programs”.
Navigate to item “DataDefractor” and select it.
Click the link “Click here for support information”.
You will see the following “Support Info” window with the exact version of DataDefractor.

32-bit and 64-bit Platform Support
DataDefractor Solo features support for both 32-bit (x86) and 64-bit (x64) platforms. DataDefractor does
not support the Itanium IA64 architecture.
One and the same DataDefractor installation is used for both 32-bit and 64-bit platforms. The
installation automatically detects the platform of the target machine and deploys the appropriate
components accordingly.

Uninstalling DataDefractor
Follow these steps to uninstall DataDefractor:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click StartControl Panel.
Select “Add or Remove Programs”.
Navigate to item “DataDefractor” and select it.
Click “Remove”.

This will remove DataDefractor from your system. If a DataDefractor license was active on the machine
at the time of uninstalling, the un-installation procedure will keep the license certificate file in its original
place. If you install DataDefractor again, you do not need to activate it – the previous license certificate
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should still be active. You can verify your current license status by running DataDefractor License
Manager.
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Understanding Semi-structured Data
Introduction
In this chapter you will learn about the contents and layout of typical fact-based semi-structured data
sources. Their classic fact-context model and multi-level composition are discussed in detail.

Fact-based Semi-structured Data Sources
Many enterprises today make decisions based on factual information stored in various forms and
locations. Some of it is stored in analytical systems such as enterprise data warehouses or department
data marts. These analytical systems provide many ways to pivot, aggregate and analyze the data using
a mixture of end-user reporting and OLAP applications.
There is this other form of data, however, which is not easy to analyze and certainly not easy to pivot
and aggregate; the de-normalized semi-structured data stored in tens and hundreds of spreadsheets,
reports and data dumps scattered around the enterprise.
This type of data originates from various processes both internal and external to the enterprise. For
example the process of collaboration and the business planning process both generate loads of semistructured data. On the other hand, many external data providers present their data in semi-structured
form.
On many occasions it is necessary to extract, normalize and load this data into an analytical system in
order to involve it in the decision-making process. However, this kind of initiative is often hindered by
numerous technical issues.
Most of all, the typical data layout of these data sources is very complex. They are either designed to be
visually appealing to the human eye or to be easily interpreted by particular third party applications.
These data sources usually observe some structure, but it is so intricate and multipart, with so many
conditions and references, that they are close to being unstructured. We call these data sources semistructured.
The structure of these semi-structured data sources is usually external to them. Therefore they are not
self-descriptive, which makes it almost impossible to devise a process for automatic schema discovery,
extraction and normalization.
Let’s see some examples.
We will start with several simple worksheets, which demonstrate key aspects of typical semi-structured
enterprise data sources.
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Annual Sales Data Report
The following screenshot demonstrates a sales report stored in a comma-separated value (CSV) file. The
contents of the report have been masked to protect the confidentiality of information:

Figure 1: Annual sales data report

Our report contains figures about the annual sales and average prices of a group of products sold in a
chain of stores. The core of the report is characterized by the numeric values of two measures – Dollar
Sales and Average Price.
Altogether, these numeric values represent the facts captured by the report. Each cell within the fact
area contains a single numeric fact:

Figure 2: Fact area

Each fact is associated with a context. It is the context that assigns significance to the fact. Without it,
the fact is just a meaningless number.
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For instance, each fact-value in our report was recorded in the context of one of two measures – Dollar
Sales or Average Price. The measure of a fact is part of its context.
In addition, each fact is associated with the store where it was recorded, the time period during which it
was recorded and the product which it was recorded for. So, the context of each fact in the report
consists of a measure, store, time period and a product.
Let’s take a closer look at our report and examine the links between the facts and their context.
Measure
The names of the measures are stored in row 7. If we take a fact cell and we project a vertical line from
that cell to the top of the report, we will come across the fact’s measure at the intersection of its
column and row 7. For example, the measure of fact cell E14 is stored in cell E7 – Avg Price:

Figure 3: Measure context
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Store
If we take a fact cell and we project a horizontal line to the left, we will find the store at the intersection
between the fact’s row and column A. For cell E14, the store is located in cell A14 – store number 106:

Figure 4: Store context

Product
Identifying the product context of a fact cell is a bit trickier. The names of the products are located in
row 6, but unlike measures, they are not fully populated across all columns. Measures are nested within
the product, which creates groups of consecutive data columns, associated with a single product. Only
the first column of such a group will be populated with a product name at row 6. The rest of the
columns for this same product will have a blank cell at row 6 until the first column of the next product
group.
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In this case, the rule for identifying the product of a fact cell is based on the contents of the cell at the
intersection of the fact’s column and row 6. If the cell is not blank, it contains the name of the product
the fact is associated with. If the cell is blank, the product is recorded in the first non-blank cell at row 6
to the left of the fact’s column. For example, the product for both fact cells D14 and E14 is stored in cell
D6:

Figure 5: Product context

Time period
The time period is unique with that it is located in the header of the report. All the facts in the report are
related to a single time period stored in cell B3:

Figure 6: Time period context
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Sub-context
In addition to the facts, parts of the context may have context of their own. For example, the stores in
this report belong to a chain of stores, which is stored in cell B2 in the report’s header. Every store
number in this report exists in the context of chain SPEND-LESS ATLANTA:

Figure 7: Store chain

If we had data for more than one chain of stores and we had one report per chain, it would be beneficial
from analytical point of view to merge the data from all those reports and load it into a single data mart.
Now, what will happen if multiple chains numbered their stores sequentially starting from number 1?
The store context of one chain’s report may start overlapping with the store context of another chain’s
report. To avoid this, we need to qualify the store numbers with the name of their chain while we load
the data into the data mart. For example we could construct the store context by concatenating the
chain name located in cell B3 with the appropriate store number located in column A.
We will call the context of another context sub-context.
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This report contains another example of sub-context. Here the size of each product is contained within
the last two words of the product’s name:

Figure 8: Product size

From an analytical point of view, it would be informative to be able to perform analysis on the product’s
size as a separate attribute. This would require the size to be extracted from the name of the product as
a separate attribute.
Relative and Absolute Context Locations
Each fact context is in a location either relative or absolute to the location of the fact cells. For example,
the product, the store number and the measure in this report are all relative to the position of each fact
cell. As the location of the fact cell changes, this context changes as well.
There are two types of relative context – horizontal and vertical. The product context for example is
horizontal, because it changes with each fact column. The store context on the other hand changes with
each fact row – this context is vertical.
In contrast with these relative contexts, the time period is in an absolute position as it relates to the
facts. The time period of each fact cell in this report can be found in cell B3.
There are other kinds of absolute context. For example the name of the file or worksheet that contains
the fact data is absolute as it relates to its position. Sometimes there is context, which is not stored in
the data source at all, but is still implied and recognized by the analytical process. For example, our sales
report contains sales figures for 12 months worth of sales, but just by looking at the report it is not clear
which year is this report about.
Flexible Layout
Another aspect of this report is its flexible layout. It can grow both horizontally and vertically. When new
products or measures are added, the report grows horizontally to the right, while adding stores grows
the report vertically by adding new rows.
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Changes to the number of stores, measures and products alter the matter of the report, but not its
layout. The rules for mapping the fact and context data stay the same. In effect, these same rules could
be applied to other reports with different contents as long as their layout is the same.
Normalized Form
Now, what if the data in this report was normalized and represented in a structured first normal form2?
Here’s a portion of the same data, but this time normalized:

Figure 9: Annual sales data report in first normal form

Each row would contain a unique combination of Store, Product and Time Period. This combination
would be the primary key of the table and would be associated with the values stored in the two
measure columns – Avg Price and Dollar Sales. In addition to this, columns Product Size and Store Chain
would contain attribute information concerning the Product and Store respectively.
This form of normalization is also known as flattened star-schema3 recordset. It puts every component
of the context in its own separate column, the only exception being the measures, which are distributed
across the columns – every measure is in a separate column. A flattened star-schema recordset
represents the full contents of a star schema in a single recordset.
If the raw data came in such a form in the first place, it wouldn’t be hard to extract it and load it into a
data warehouse or to consume it directly with an analytical tool like Excel PivotTables for example.
2

First normal form (1NF) is a normal form used in database normalization. First normal form excludes the
possibility of repeating groups by requiring that each field in a database hold an atomic value, and that records be
defined in such a way as to be uniquely identifiable by means of a primary key. (Wikipedia, First normal form)
3
The star schema (sometimes referenced as star join schema) is the simplest data warehouse schema, consisting
of a single "fact table" with a compound primary key, with one segment for each "dimension" and with additional
columns of additive, numeric facts. The name star schema is derived from the fact that the schema diagram is
shaped like a star (Wikipedia, Star schema).
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Unfortunately, in our work with enterprise data, we often come across data stored in semi-structured
form, which makes it difficult to consume by automated non-manual processes.
Here are some of the major obstacles you will face if you attempt to extract this particular report with
the conventional structured-data extraction mechanisms provided by typical ETL systems:
1. The report contains a header which contains parts of the context (e.g. Time Period and Store
Chain).
2. Some columns contain both facts and context (see Figure 1, columns B, D, F and H).
3. Parts of the context run across the columns, which makes the report grow horizontally (e.g.
Product). This makes the data source “pivoted” and “de-normalized”.
4. “Blank” context locations caused by context grouping and context carryover (see Figure 1,
Product cells C6, E6, G6 and I6).
Naturally, you would have to resort to programming an extraction script procedure or custom data
source component, which will be specific to this report’s layout. A small change like nesting the time
period with the store number, for example, could break the extraction procedure and force you to
review and update your code to match the new layout.
Freddie Mac Mortgage Margins Report
Now let’s take a look at some other examples of fact-context associations you may come across in
typical enterprise reports.
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Consider the following report provided by Freddie Mac4. It is stored in an Excel workbook and contains
public historical weekly mortgage survey data:

Figure 10: Freddie Mac mortgage margins report

The numeric facts in the report represent 1 year ARM and 5/1 ARM margins. These margins are
captured for different geographical regions – NE (North East), SE (South East), Total U.S., etc.
Furthermore, the margins have been monitored every week in the course of year 2006.
The context of any fact in this report consists of a measure, geographical region and time period. Now
let’s identify the association paths between each fact and its context.

4

The Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation ("Freddie Mac"), is a stockholder-owned corporation chartered by
the USA Congress in 1970 to keep money flowing to mortgage lenders in support of homeownership and rental
housing. The report discussed here can be accessed at
http://www.freddiemac.com/corporate/pmms/2006/historicalweeklydata.xls
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Measures
The measure names are stored in row 6, but the content of the cells is not consistent. In some cases the
measure cell contains just the measure name (cell B6); in other cases the measure cell contains the
measure name plus some unnecessary information surrounding it (merged cells C6 through G6 and
merged cells I6 through M6):

Figure 11: Measure context

Let’s define a fact-to-measure association rule that would work for this report. The rule should correctly
identify the measure context for any given fact in the worksheet. Here’s one:
If we project a vertical line from any fact cell up to row 6, we will come across a measure cell, which
contains some text. If we parse this text and extract the sub-text beginning at the first occurrence of a
digit symbol and ending at the first successive occurrence of the string ARM, we will get to the real
measure. In this case cell B6 through G6 will yield measure 5/1 ARM, while cells H6 through M6 will
yield measure 1 yr ARM.
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Geographical Region
For some of the facts geographical regions are located in row 5 (e.g. region U.S. for columns B and H)
and for some facts it is in row 7 (e.g. columns C through G and columns I through M):

Figure 12: Geographical region

A fact-to-geography association rule may look like this:
Project a vertical line from the fact toward row 5. If the cell contains text, use this text as the
geographical region. If the cell is empty, use the text from cell in row 7 as the geographical region.
Time period
The time period is straightforward. You just project a line from the fact to the left and you will find the
time period at the intersection with column A.
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Normalized Form
If we were to normalize the data in this report, here’s a portion of what it would look like:

Figure 13: Freddie Mac mortgage margins report in first normal form

The measures and geographical regions are extracted out of their complex row header and pivoted in a
clean structured form; the time period is aligned accordingly. If the report was normalized like this, its
data would be ready to be loaded into an analytical system.
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Freddie Mac Mortgage Series Report (multi-page report)
Now let’s take a look at another worksheet provided by Freddie Mac. It represents the monthly
mortgage rates over the course of seventeen years5:

Figure 14: Freddie Mac mortgage series report

The facts of this report are associated with two measures. Rate represents the reported interest rate
and Points represent the discount points which the rate applies to. The facts are also associated with a
time period – a year and a month, and a product – in this case the product is “Conforming 15 year fixedrate mortgage”.

5

The report discussed here can be accessed at http://www.freddiemac.com/pmms/docs/15yr_pmmsmnth.xls
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Let’s take a look at the layout of the report and the system of rules that relate the facts to their context:

Figure 15: Freddie Mac mortgage series report - facts and context

What’s new in this report is the fact that it is partitioned vertically into smaller sub-pages – each subpage containing the facts for a group of seven years. Furthermore, each vertical page is partitioned
horizontally into a series of sub-pages – one per year.
This cascading structure of multiple levels of sub-pages nested within each other can be defined by a set
of patterns which indicate how each page is partitioned into a set of sub-pages.
For example, our report has a two-level cascading structure. The first level being the series of seven-year
vertical sub-pages, the second level being the sub-series of one-year horizontal sub-pages nested within
each page of the first level.
The first level can be defined with the following pattern applied to the contents of the report: Each row
that contains a blank cell in column A, a four-digit integer number in column B and a blank cell in column
C indicates the beginning of a new vertical sub-page.
If we drill into these vertical pages and we try to partition them further, the second level of partitioning
can be defined with the following pattern: Each column that contains a four-digit integer number in the
first row of each first-level sub-page indicates the beginning of a new second-level horizontal sub-subpage.
The numeric facts are fully contained within these second-level fine-grained horizontal sub-sub-pages.
Therefore, the lowest level of sub-pages is often called “the fact level”.
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In contrast to the facts, the fact context is distributed throughout the report and its different sub-page
levels. Let’s examine the context:
Product
The product is contained in the header of the report, in cell B2. The product contained in this single cell
applies to all the facts contained in all sub-pages of the report.
Time Period
The time period consists of a year and a month.
The series of months is contained in the first column of each first-level sub-page. For example, the
months for the first vertical page are contained in the range of cells A8-A16, while the months for the
second vertical page are contained in range A22-A30. The series of months for a first-level vertical page
applies to all its second-level horizontal sub-pages.
In addition, the year of the time period is contained within each second-level horizontal sub-page. It is
located in the upper left cell relative to the borders of each of those fine-grained sub-pages. For
example, the year of the first horizontal sub-page of the first vertical sub-page is contained in cell B5,
while the year of the third horizontal sub-page of the second vertical sub-page is located in cell H19.
Measures
Similarly to the year, the measures are located in the second-level horizontal pages, this time in the cells
of the second row of each second-level horizontal page.
Normalized Form
Here are the first rows of the same data normalized form:

Figure 16: Freddie Mac mortgage series report in first normal form
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Conclusion
We analyzed several semi-structured data sources with layouts typical to the ones we meet in data
which is often needed to support the analytical decision-making process within an enterprise. Normally
semi-structured data sources are loaded into analytical systems via custom Extraction Transformation
and Loading (ETL) scripts developed by data-integration and business-intelligence developers. The major
problem with this approach is that it takes many hours to develop, test, deploy and document a solution
based on custom scripts. Another problem is that such a solution is usually designed and developed with
a narrow scope as it relates to the layout of the data source. This leads to maintenance issues when
even the slightest change is introduced to the original layout of a data source.
In the next chapters we will explore how DataDefractor can help us resolve the problem of normalizing
this kind of data quickly and efficiently.
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Using DataDefractor
Introduction
In this chapter you will learn how to normalize one or more semi-structured data sources with
DataDefractor.

Processing Workflow
From a functional point of view DataDefractor consists of two parts – a wizard-based user interface and
a data normalization engine. The user interface is designed to help you map out the schema of data
sources with a common structure. Given the data sources and their mapping schema, the normalization
engine processes the semi-structured contents of these data sources and outputs normalized data to
the file system in the form of delimited flat files.
Mapping Schema
The mapping schema of data sources with a common structure includes the definition of their fact area.
As you will see later, the rules that define the fact area are flexible enough to accommodate variable
headers, footers and fact columns.
The mapping schema also contains the context model of the common data sources as well as the rules
that map the separate components of this context model to different locations in the data sources.
The context model defined by the mapping schema is multidimensional in nature.
Each part of the fact context, with the exception of the Measures, is expressed as a dimension. For
example, the fact context in our sales report example (see “Annual Sales Data Report” in
“Understanding Semi-structured Data”) is expressed as a collection of three dimensions: product, store
and time period. The Measures context is a special dimension, which always exists in the context model.
It is used to group the facts by some special characteristics like data type.
In multidimensional terms, the sub-context of a context is expressed as an attribute of the appropriate
dimension. For example, the chain of stores is expressed as an attribute of the store dimension while
the product size is expressed as an attribute of the product dimension.
Normalization Procedure
The normalization procedure processes one or more data sources which observe the rules defined in a
single mapping schema.
At the beginning of the normalization procedure the engine constructs a virtual normalized data model
based on the fact-context model defined in the mapping schema. The composition of this normalized
data model closely resembles that of a multidimensional star schema – a single data structure contains
the facts and a separate data structure contains each dimension together with its attributes. Initially this
data model is an empty shell, but as the normalization procedure progresses it is populated with data
extracted from the data sources.
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After the internal data model is constructed, the normalization procedure continues with the extraction
process, which sequentially scans all data sources one by one collecting fact and context information.
Let’s take a closer look at this:
The extraction is driven by a cursor, which moves through the fact area of the currently processed data
source. The cursor scans the fact cells following a certain path. It scans the first row of facts starting at
the left-most fact cell and moving through all the fact cells to the right. Then it jumps at the beginning of
the second fact row, scans its fact cells from left to right and so on until it scans the last fact row of the
data source. Then it moves on to the next data source, scans its facts, and so on until it is done
processing all the input data sources.
The following image illustrates an example of the scanning sequence:

Figure 17: Fact cursor scanning sequence

As it scans the fact cells, the engine determines the full context of each cell. It constructs the context by
mapping the fact cell to the relative and absolute context locations defined in the mapping schema (see
section “Relative and Absolute Context Locations” in “Understanding Semi-structured Data”).
The horizontal relative context is collected by projecting a vertical line from the fact cell toward the
context rows above the cell. The vertical context on the other hand, is collected by projecting horizontal
lines from the fact cell toward the columns containing context to the left and to the right of the cell.
Depending on the type of absolute context used in the mapping schema, it is collected either from
absolute context cells, from the name of the file (worksheet) or directly from the definition of the
mapping schema in case the context is contained outside of the data source.
After the fact context of a fact cell is uncovered, the engine determines the context’s sub-context (see
“Sub-context” in “Understanding Semi-structured Data”). This process is similar to the one we just
examined. The engine projects vertical and horizontal lines from the fact cell to detect the sub-context.
You may wonder why the sub-context is collected relatively from the fact cell and not from the context
cell. If you think about it, this makes sense, because the sub-context of the context of a fact cell is
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indirectly context of the fact cell itself. In addition to this, in most occasions the fact cell is the only link
between the context and its sub-context.
Once the fact data, the fact context and the sub-context of a fact cell is collected, the engine inserts this
information into the in-memory normalized data model and moves on to the next fact cell. As the
normalized data model starts to fill up, the engine starts pumping the available normalized data into the
resulting delimited flat files.
The resulting normalized data in the flat files can be consumed by database text file importers, ETL
systems, or any software that can utilize text delimited flat files as input.

Starting the DataDefractor Wizard
DataDefractor Wizard is the user interface that you will use to model your data source mapping schema.
You will also use it to choose data sources for normalization.
There are three ways you can start DataDefractor Wizard:

Use the desktop icon “DataDefractor Solo Wizard” to start the application.
Use the Window Start menu to run the Programs\Interactive Edge\DataDefractor
Solo\DataDefractor Wizard item.
Navigate to the destination folder where DataDefractor Solo was installed and run
DDSolo.exe.
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Choosing a Data Source and Loading Mapping Schema
On the first page of DataDefractor Wizard you define the data source and optionally load a saved
mapping schema.

Use the radio buttons on the top of the page to select the type of data source. The following section
describes each of the six available source types.
Text File
Use this option if the source data is located in flat text files.
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You can add multiple files by using the “Add…” button. You can also use wildcards like * or ? to define
search patterns that would result in multiple source files. Use the property grid on the right hand side to
change the path of the selected item. For items that contain wildcards you can also set the option
“Search subfolders” that determines whether to use the defined wildcard pattern to search only in the
defined location or to look in the subfolders as well.
When you select “Text File(s)” option you will have to define the file’s characteristics, like column
delimiter, text qualifier, etc. on the next page of the DataDefractor Solo Wizard.
Excel
Use this option if the source data is located in spreadsheets in an Excel workbook. DataDefractor
supports all Excel workbook formats including Excel 2007.

Use the “Browse…” button to locate an Excel workbook file.
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The “Available tables” box lists all the worksheets found in the selected Excel workbook. You can select
certain worksheets and add them for processing using the right arrow button. You can also check the
“Use all” checkbox in order to use all the worksheets in the workbook. Use the left arrow button to
remove certain worksheets from the list of worksheets selected for processing.
In the “Formatting” combo box you can choose how DataDefractor should interpret the cell formatting
information stored in the Excel file.
Date\Time

Full
None

DataDefractor applies formatting only to cells that are formatted with a
Date\Time format. For all other cells DataDefractor reads the raw cell
values.
DataDefractor applies all formatting information stored in the Excel file.
The cells in the file are read as they are formatted by Excel.
DataDefractor does not use the cell formatting stored in the Excel file. It
reads only the raw cell values.

Access
Use this option if the source data is located in tables of a Microsoft Access (Microsoft Jet) database file.
DataDefractor currently supports Microsoft Access database file formats up to version 2003.

Use the “Browse…” button to locate an Access database file.
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The “Available tables” box lists all the tables and queries in the selected Access database. You can select
certain tables and add them for processing using the right arrow button. You can also check the “Use
all” checkbox in order to process all the tables and queries from the database.
You can define SQL SELECT statements to be used as source for your data by using the “New SQL”
button. This is useful when you want to limit the data for processing and you do not have the
appropriate query in your Access database. You can later edit a SQL statement by selecting it in the
“Selected tables” list and pushing the “Edit SQL” button.
Use the left arrow button to remove certain tables, queries or SQL statements from the “Selected
tables” box.
SQL Server
Use this option if the source data is located in a Microsoft SQL Server database.

Use the “Browse…” button to establish a connection to a SQL Server database. In the connection dialog
specify the server, the type of authentication, user name, password, and database.
After a connection to a SQL Server database is established the “Available tables” box lists all the
available objects like tables and views, grouped under their respective owners/schemas. You can select
certain objects or entire schemas and add them for processing using the right arrow button. You can
also check the “Use all” checkbox in order to process all the tables and views from the database.
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You can define SQL SELECT statements to be used as source for your data by using the “New SQL”
button. This is useful when you want to limit the data for processing and you do not have the
appropriate view in your SQL Server database. You can later edit a SQL statement by selecting it in the
“Selected tables” list and pushing the “Edit SQL” button.
Use the left arrow button to remove certain tables, views or SQL statements from the “Selected tables”
box.
Oracle
Use this option when the source data is located in an Oracle database.

DataDefractor uses ODBC to connect to an Oracle database. You must have a recent version of the
Oracle ODBC driver.
Use the “Browse…” button to establish connection to an Oracle database. In the connection dialog enter
the Oracle net service name, user name and password.
After a connection to an Oracle database is established the “Available tables” box lists all the available
objects like tables and views, grouped under their respective schemas. You can select certain objects or
entire schemas and add them for processing using the right arrow button. You can also check the “Use
all” checkbox in order to process all the tables and views from the database.
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You can define SQL SELECT statements to be used as source for your data by using the “New SQL”
button. This is useful when you want to limit the data for processing and you do not have the
appropriate view in your SQL Server database. You can later edit a SQL statement by selecting it in the
“Selected tables” list and pushing the “Edit SQL” button.
Use the left arrow button to remove certain tables, views or SQL statements from the “Selected tables”
box.
ODBC Source
Use this option to select tables or views for processing from any ODBC compliant data source.

Use the “Browse…” button to establish connection to an ODBC data source.
After a connection to an ODBC data source is established the “Available tables” box lists all the available
objects like tables and views. You can select certain objects or entire schemas and add them for
processing using the right arrow button. You can also check the “Use all” checkbox in order to process
all the tables and views from the ODBC data source.
You can define SQL SELECT statements to be used as source for your data by using the “New SQL”
button. This is useful when you want to limit the data for processing and you do not have the
appropriate view/query in your ODBC database. You can later edit a SQL statement by selecting it in the
“Selected tables” list and pushing the “Edit SQL” button.
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Use the left arrow button to remove certain tables, views or SQL statements from the “Selected tables”
box.
Loading a Mapping Schema
In this page you can also load a DataDefractor mapping schema saved in a previous session with
DataDefractor Solo Wizard (see “Saving the Mapping Schema” later in this chapter for instructions on
saving the mapping schema). The mapping schema contains the rules for dimensional zing the input
semi-structured data.

To load a DataDefractor schema saved in a previous session of the DataDefractor Wizard you can push
the “Load…” button and locate the schema file. DataDefractor schema files are with a DDX extension. To
unload the schema you can push the “Clear” button. When you have a mapping schema loaded in
DataDefractor Wizard you have the option to skip the schema definition pages and go directly to the
destination page. You can do that by checking the “Skip schema pages” checkbox.
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Defining Source Text File Characteristics
This page of the wizard shows up after the Data Source and Schema page only if the selected data
source is of type Text. In this page you can define different characteristics of the flat text files that need
to be processed.

Define the column delimiter character in the upper left section of the page. The default delimiter is
“Comma”. If there is no radio button for the character in your file then select “Other” and type the
character in the adjacent text box.
In the Text Qualifier combo box you can define the text qualifier used in your file. This is the character
that encloses textual fields in the flat file. The default is double quotes. If there is no text qualifier
defined then you can select {none}.
In the Locale combo box you can choose a specific locale that will be used by DataDefractor when
interpreting floating point numbers found in the flat file. If you leave the value of “Default” then the
locale currently selected in the Regional Settings of the machine will be used.
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Defining the Data Source Layout
The Data Source Layout page is used to define the layout features of the data source, such as headers,
footers, horizontal and vertical pages and nested sub-pages.

If your data source includes flexible headers, footers or sub-pages, you can define these features here. A
layout feature defines a way to split the data source in sub-pages. There may be many levels of nested
layout features and each feature applies to the data at the level for which it is defined.
Choose a layout feature in the left pane, set its properties, and then drill down into its sub-pages using
the
button, to define new nested layout features.
Keep drilling into the layout's sub-pages until you reach a basic sub-page whose layout contains a single
continuous area of fact data surrounded, but unbroken by context information. That last layout level is
said to be the Facts Level.
You can use the

button do drill up to previous levels.
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It is important to note that by defining layout features, you are essentially breaking down the data
source into virtual mini-data sources with similar structures. Once this is done, most of the data
mapping rules defined in subsequent pages of the wizard will be applied to those lowest Facts Level
virtual data sources.
Header/Footer Layout Feature
Choose this layout feature if you have a flexible header and/or footer in your data source. This layout
feature results in one sub-page which contains the data portion of the data source, excluding any
header and/or footer. You can control the resulting subpage by altering the feature’s properties.
Following is a list of available properties and their meanings:
Set this property to True if the data source contains a header.
Default value is True.
DetectFooter
Set this property to True if the data source contains a footer.
Default value is False.
CarryoverRows
The number of topmost rows to carry over from this sub-page level into the
next. This is useful when these rows contain fact context that is relative to
the fact position and will be needed at the Facts Level to determine fact
context (see “Relative and Absolute Context Locations” in chapter
“Understanding Semi-structured Data”).
Default value is 0.
HeaderRowFillCoefficient This property determines the percentage of non-empty cells required for a
row to be considered a part of the data portion of the data source that
follows the header.
Set this property to a number between 0.0 and 1.0 where 0.0 represents 0%
and 1.0 represents 100%.
Default value is 0.6
FooterRowFillCoefficient This property determines the percentage of non-empty cells required for a
row to be considered a part of the data portion of the data source that
precedes the footer.
Set this property to a number between 0.0 and 1.0 where 0.0 represents 0%
and 1.0 represents 100%.
Default value is 0.6
DetectHeader
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Vertical Sub-Pages Layout Feature
This feature partitions the data source into sub-pages whose borders are determined by a pattern that
appears at the beginning or the ending row of each sub-page You can define the border pattern by using
a special pattern row which appears at the top of the display grid. Just define a matching condition in
each cell that participates in the border pattern and DataDefractor will partition the data source at the
rows that match your pattern.
Consider the following example:

The row pattern used here separates the data source into sub-pages at each row which has an empty
first cell, and has exactly 4 digits in its second cell and has an empty third cell. The rest of the cells in the
row pattern have no conditions defined – these cells are ignored by DataDefractor when it determines
the sub- page borders. As you can see in this example rows 5 and 22 match the pattern defined in the
pattern row.
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Use the dropdown menus in the cells of the pattern row to define different matching conditions for
each cell.
If you do not want to use a cell in the matching pattern, leave the “No matching specified” condition
which is set for each cell by default. If you have defined a condition in a pattern cell and you want to
remove it, click on the dropdown menu for that cell and select “Clear Matching Pattern For This Cell”.
If you want to match an empty cell, click on the dropdown menu and select “Match Empty Cell”.
If you want a cell to match a regular expression, type that regular expression in the corresponding cell of
the pattern row.
Tip: If you want a cell to match one of several values, use an alternating regular expression by using the
pipe symbol | to separate the different possible values. For example “cat|dog” will match a cell, which
contains “cat” or “dog”.
You can control the way DataDefractor partitions the data source into sub-pages by altering the
feature’s properties. Following is a list of available properties and their meanings:
PatternDirection

This value indicates the direction in which DataDefractor scans the data
source looking for sub-page borders..
If this value is set to TopToBottom , DataDefractor scans the data source
from top to bottom and each row that matches the row pattern is considered
the first row of a sub-page.
If this value is set to BottomToTop, DataDefractor scans the data source
from bottom to top and each row that matches the row pattern is considered
the last row of a sub-page.
Default value is TopToBottom.
SkipRows
This value indicates the number of topmost rows to skip before the matching
of the row pattern begins.
Default value is 0.
CarryoverRows
The number of topmost rows to carry over from this layout level into the
next. These rows will appear as the topmost rows of every sub-page. This is
useful when these rows contain context that is relative to the position of the
facts and will be needed at the Facts Level to determine fact context (see
“Relative and Absolute Context Locations” in “Understanding Semistructured Data”).
Default value is 0.
IncludeLeftoverSubpage If this value is set to True and a portion of the data does not appear in a
sub-page then this portion will be included in the resulting set of sub-pages
as a separate sub-page. Otherwise that portion of the data will not be
included in the resulting sub-pages.
Default value is False.
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MatchSingleSubpage

If this value is set to True, DataDefractor stops scanning for sub-page
borders after the first border match. As a result, the data source is
partitioned into a single sub-page, which either begins or ends at the
matching row, depending on the value of PatternDirection. If the value of
MatchSingleSubpage is set to False, DataDefractor scans the entire data
source looking for sub-page borders. Default value is False.

Horizontal Sub-Pages Layout Feature
This feature divides the data source in sub-pages whose borders are determined by a pattern that
appears at the beginning or the ending column of each sub-page. You can define the border pattern by
using a special pattern column located in the left portion of the display grid. Just define a matching
condition in each cell that participates in the border pattern and DataDefractor will partition the data
source at the columns that match your pattern.
Consider the following example:

The column pattern used here splits the data source into sub-pages at every column, which has exactly 4
digits in its first cell and has an empty third cell. The rest of the cells in the column pattern have no
conditions defined – these cells are ignored by DataDefractor when it determines the sub-page borders.
As you can see in this example, columns B, E and H match the pattern defined in the pattern column.
Use the dropdown menus in the cells of the pattern column to define different matching conditions for
each cell.
If you want to exclude a cell from the matching process, leave the “No matching specified” condition
which is set for each cell by default. If you have defined a condition in a pattern cell and you want to
remove it, click the dropdown menu and select “Clear Matching Pattern For This Cell”.
If you want to match an empty cell, click on the dropdown menu and select “Match Empty Cell”.
If you want a cell needs to match a regular expression, type that regular expression in the corresponding
cell of the pattern column.
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Tip: If you want a cell to match one of several values, use an alternating regular expression by using the
pipe symbol | to separate the different possible values. For example “red|blue” will match a cell, which
contains “red” or “blue”.
You can control the way DataDefractor partitions the data source into sub-pages by altering the
feature’s properties. Following is a list of available properties and their meanings:
PatternDirection

This value indicates the direction in which DataDefractor scans the data
source looking for sub-page borders.
If this value is set to LeftToRight, DataDefractor scans the data source
from left to right and each column that matches the column pattern is
considered the first column of a sub-page.
If this value is set to BottomToTop, DataDefractor scans the data source
from right to left and each column that matches the column pattern is
considered the last column of a sub-page.
Default value is LeftToRight.
SkipColumns
This value indicates the number of leftmost columns to skip before the
matching of the column pattern begins.
Default value is 0.
CarryoverColumns
The number of leftmost columns to carry over from this layout level into the
next. These columns will appear as the leftmost columns of every sub-page.
This is useful when these columns contain context that is relative to the
position of the facts and will be needed at the Facts Level to determine fact
context (see “Relative and Absolute Context Locations” in “Understanding
Semi-structured Data”).
Default value is 0.
IncludeLeftoverSubpage If this value is set to True and a portion of the data does not appear in a
sub-page then this portion will be included in the resulting set of sub-pages
as a separate sub-page. Otherwise that portion of the data will not be
included in the resulting sub-pages.
Default value is False.
MatchSingleSubpage
If this value is set to True, DataDefractor stops scanning for sub-page
borders after the first border match. As a result, the data source is
partitioned into a single sub-page, which either begins or ends at the
matching column, depending on the value of PatternDirection. If the value of
MatchSinglePage is set to False, DataDefractor scans the entire data
source looking for sub-page borders.
Default value is False.
Fixed Width Sub-Pages Layout Feature
Choose this layout feature if your data source contains sub-pages with a constant number of columns.
You can control the way DataDefractor partitions the data source into sub-pages by altering the
feature’s properties:
SubpageWidth

Defines the number of columns in a sub-page.
Default value is 1.
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SkipColumns

This value indicates the number of columns to skip before the partitioning of
the data source into sub-pages begins.
Default value is 0.
CarryoverColumns
The number of leftmost columns to carry over from this layout level into the
next. These columns will appear as the leftmost columns of every sub-page.
This is useful when these columns contain context that is relative to the
position of the facts and will be needed at the Facts Level to determine fact
context (see “Relative and Absolute Context Locations” in “Understanding
Semi-structured Data”).
Default value is 0.
IncludeLeftoverSubpage If this value is set to True and a portion of the data does not appear in a
sub-page then this portion will be included in the resulting set of sub-pages
as a separate sub-page. Otherwise that portion of the data will not be
included in the resulting sub-pages.
Default value is False.
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Defining the Fact Area
The fact area in a data source is characterized by the first row that contains facts and the ranges of
columns that contain facts. If the data source has layout features defined, then the fact area is defined
relative to the last layout level, i.e. the Facts Level.
Defining the First Fact Row
The Fact Source First Row page is used to select the first row of facts in your data source.
DataDefractor’s normalization procedure will begin reading fact data starting with this row and continue
until it reaches the bottom of the Facts Level sub-page.

Select the first row that contains facts in your data source. If you have multiple sub-pages at the Facts
Level then verify that the selected row is the first fact row for all of them, by selecting different subpages using the tabs at the bottom of the display grid. If the first row selection does not correctly apply
to all sub-pages, then you may need to redefine the data source layout using the Data Source Layout
page (see “Defining the Data Source Layout”).
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Defining the Fact Source Columns
The Fact Source Columns page is used to define the fact columns in the data source. Because the fact
data in a worksheet can often change position or size, these area selections will allow you to create
flexible fact ranges that "adapt" to any additional columns that may appear in the Facts Level layout.

To define the data source fact columns:
1. Select the columns that you would like to add to the list of fact columns.
2. Use the left arrow button to add the selected range to the fact columns ranges. The Column
Range Type dialog will appear.
3. Select the method used to address the selected group of columns. The addressing method is
important when you attempt to normalize new data sources using this same mapping schema. If
fact columns are added, removed or renamed, the correct addressing method will allow the
mapping schema to adapt automatically without any reconfiguration. The following options are
available:
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Flexible Width

Allows you to specify a group of columns that dynamically
include new columns (e.g. include all columns from the fifth
column to the last column in the data source). This type of
column range is said to be anchored to both the left and the
right side of the data source.
Fixed Width: Left Anchored
Allows you to define a column range with a fixed number of
columns starting from a specific column counting from the left
(e.g. include 2 columns starting at the 4th column from the left
of the data source). This type of column range is said to be
anchored to the left side of the data source.
Fixed Width: Right Anchored Allows you to define a column range with a fixed number of
columns starting from a specific column counting from the right
of the table (e.g. include 2 columns starting at the 4th column
from the right of the table). This type of column range is said to
be anchored to the right side of the data source.
Named Column
Allows you to specify certain columns based on their name,
regardless of position (e.g. include the columns named "Sales"
and "Units").
You can add as many column ranges as you need. Keep repeating steps 1 through 3 until you have
captured the entire fact area. If you have multiple sub-pages at the Facts Level, verify that the facts area
is correct for all of them, by selecting different sub-pages using the tabs at the bottom of the display
grid.
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Defining the Dimensional Model
The Axes Definition page is used to define the dimensional model of your data. Here you map out the
measures, dimensions, and their attributes by identifying the places where they appear in the data
source.

Axes List

Name Sources
List
Name Source
Origin Definition

Output Format

The following sections discuss the different areas of the Axes Definition page and how they help you
define the dimensional model of your data.
Axes List
In this area you define the dimension axes of your data model. Here you also define the attributes of the
dimensions. A special Measures axis is pre-created for you.
You can create new dimensions using the “New Dimension” button.
You can create attributes for a dimension by selecting the dimension in the Axes List and then pushing
the “New Attribute” button.
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You can rename dimension axes or attributes by selecting them in the Axes List and then pushing the
“Rename” button or pressing the F2 key on your keyboard.
You can delete dimension axes or attributes from the model by selecting them in the Axes List and then
pushing the “Remove” button or pressing the Del keyboard key.
Name Sources List and Name Source Origin Definition
A name of a measure, a dimension member or an attribute is formed by the context information related
to the facts in the data. These names can be formed by combining context coming from various name
sources (see “Relative and Absolute Context Locations” in “Understanding Semi-structured Data”). You
add these name sources to the Name Sources List of a given axis or attribute by making the appropriate
selections in the Name Source Origin Definition grid and then using the buttons located between the
Name Sources List and the Name Source Origin Definition.
Use the following table for instructions on how to add a name source based on its origin:
Name Source Origin
Single Cell

Relative Horizontal

Relative Vertical

Data Source Name

Instructions to Add to Name Sources List
If a name source is located in a single cell then follow these steps to add it to
the Name Sources List:
1. Select the deepest layout level at which the cell appears by using the
and
buttons located above the Name Source Origin Definition
grid.
2. Select the name source cell.
3. Push the
button or double-click the name source cell.
If a name source defines a relative horizontal context (i.e. names are coming
from a row above the facts) then follow these steps to add it to the Name
Sources List:
1. Use the
button to drill down to the Facts Level.
2. Select the whole row by clicking on the row number in the Name
Source Origin Definition grid.
3. Push the
button or double-click the row number.
If a name source defines a relative vertical context (i.e. names are coming from
a column) then follow these steps to add it to the Name Sources List:
1. Use the
button to drill down to the Facts Level.
2. Select the whole column by clicking on the column header in the Name
Source Origin Definition grid.
3. Push the
button or double-click the column header.
If a part or whole of the name is located in the data source name (i.e. worksheet
name, flat file name or a database table name) then push the
add a Data Source Name source to the Name Sources List.

button to
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Fact Column Position

Fact Row Position

This type of naming source is useful when the naming context is horizontal but
there is no row that contains the names of the axis member or attribute values.
If a name is defined by the position of the column where the fact appears,
follow these steps to add a Fact Column Position naming source to the Name
Sources List:
1. Use the
button to drill down to the Facts Level.
2. Push the
button to add a Fact Column Position naming source.
This type of naming source is useful when the naming context is vertical but
there is no column that contains the names of the axis member or attribute
values. If a name is defined by the number of the row where the fact appears
then follow these steps to add a Fact Row Position naming source to the Name
Sources List:
1. Use the
button to drill down to the Facts Level.
2. Push the

button to add a Fact Row Position naming source.

You can define as many naming sources for an axis or an attribute as you need. You can later combine
them in the Output Format box to form a final axis member name or attribute value (see Output Format
below).
You can define single cell sources at any sub-page level. For example, you can use a cell that is found in
the header portion of a data source by drilling up to the sub-page level that contains that cell and then
adding it to the Name Source List. However, you can add relative and fact position dependent sources
only at the Facts Level since they are dependent on the positions of the facts.
If your data source contains relative name sources like rows or columns that are left outside of the Facts
Level, then go back to the Data Source Layout page and use the CarryoverRows or CarryoverColumns
properties of the appropriate layout features, so that these rows or columns get carried over to the Fact
Level (see “Defining the Data Source Layout”). Once at the fact level, these rows or columns can be
used as relative name source origins.
Output Format
Use the Output Format box to define how to construct the axis member names out of the available
name sources.
You can use the
button located to the right of the Output Format box to select from a list of
available name sources to paste in the box.
You can arrange the name sources in any order, you can repeat name sources and you can add arbitrary
text anywhere in the Output Format box. The following example constructs the name by taking the
contents of two name sources and merging them with constant text.
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Tip: if your axis has a single member with a constant name then do not add name sources to the Name
Sources List but rather enter the member name in the Output Format box.
Exclude Members
Use this box to define a matching regular expression to filter out facts for selected axis members. Any
axis member, whose name matches the regular expression, will be excluded from the final output.
The following example demonstrates how to exclude members of an axis whose names contain either
“1991” or “1992”:

Trim White Space
Use the Trim White Space checkbox to trim any whitespace found at the beginning or the ending of a
member name or attribute value. This box is checked by default.
Skip Empty Member Names
If this checkbox is checked, DataDefractor will skip member names that are empty. This box is checked
by default and is available only for axis members, i.e. it is not available for attribute values.
Name Source Properties
Sometimes you need to fine-tune the output of a name source. For example you may need to extract
just a part of the contents of a given cell. For this purpose you can use the Name Source Properties
dialog box.
To open the Name Source Properties dialog box select the name source in the Name Source List and
push the “Properties” button located below the Name Source List. Alternatively you can double-click
the name source whose properties you want to edit.
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Following is an example screen shot of the Name Source Properties dialog box:

You can choose an extraction type from the ones listed in the Extractions List. You can control each
extraction by modifying its properties, which appear in the right portion of the dialog box. The sample
input values along with the results of the extraction are displayed in the bottom half of the dialog box.
The above example is taken from the POS BigMart sample installed with DataDefractor. It
demonstrates how you can construct the names of the POS measures by extracting the last word from
the cells where they are stored together with the time period.
You may encounter extraction requirements that could not be met by any of the predefined extractions
in the Extractions List. Then you can use the Custom regular expression extraction to define your own
extraction rules.
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Here’s an example screen shot of the Custom regular expression extraction from the same POS
BigMart sample:

Here the extraction is defined to form the time dimension’s naming source by extracting the year and
the week number from the cells. This is achieved by a regular expression that captures the first four
digits and the next two digits in two separate capturing groups. Then these capturing groups, appearing
as (1) and (2) in the Output format box, are used to construct a user friendly output.
To capture parts of the expression in capturing groups, put these parts in parenthesis. Then use the
button to the right of the Output format box to pick from the available capturing groups. You can
combine these groups with freeform text in the Output format box to construct the desired result.
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The ”Fill blank cells with carryover values” checkbox is useful when selecting horizontal or vertical
relative naming sources. It allows you to specify whether the normalization engine should consider
blank cells as blank or should it fill them up with the previous non-empty value extracted from that
name source. If it is checked, when a blank cell is encountered, DataDefractor will attempt to search the
cells above (in a column selection) or to the left (in a row selection) until a non-empty value is found,
and will use that value instead of an empty value. This box is checked by default for axis naming sources
and is unchecked by default for attribute values naming sources.

Setting up the Measures
In the Measures Definition page you can setup different properties of the measures of your mapping
schema.

DataDefractor wizard scans the top 500 rows of each table of the data source to detect measures
names. In most cases that is enough to detect all the measures from the data sources. However
DataDefractor may miss measures names, which appear below these top rows. In this case you should
manually add these measures by pushing the

button located at the top of the Measures List. You
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can rename an added measure by clicking on its name in the Measures List or by selecting it and then
pressing the F2 key on your keyboard.
You can also remove added measures by selecting them and pushing the
keyboard key.

button or pressing the Del

You cannot rename or remove measures detected in the sample data sources.
Each measure has properties that you can modify in order to customize the way fact values are being
processed. You can modify the properties by setting their values in the property grid located below the
Measures List. Following is a list of available properties:
FactsType

SkipEmptyFactValues

TrimWhiteSpace

Determines the type of the fact values. Possible values are:
Float – the facts are of floating point type. Values that
cannot be converted to floating point type are
considered “not a number” or NaN.
Text – the facts are of textual type.
This value is Float by default.
Determines if values that are empty (i.e. NaN for Float type or
zero length strings for type Text) are omitted from the output.
If this property is set to True then the facts with empty values
will be skipped along with their corresponding context axis
names. Otherwise the empty fact values will be present in the
output.
The default value is True.
This property is only available for measures of type Text.
It determines whether to trim any white space (like space or tab
characters) found at the beginning or ending of the textual fact
values.
The default value is True.

TrimWhiteSpace property is processed before SkipEmptyFactValues. This means that if both properties
are set to True (the default settings) for a measure of type Text and a value is encountered that
contains only white space characters, like spaces, or tabs, then that value is going to be skipped.

Choosing the Destination and Saving Mapping Schema
In the Destination page you define the location and the type of the result to be created by
DataDefractor. DataDefractor supports two types of output – the Flat and the Star types.
Flat Output Type
The Flat output type results in one recordset for the entire output. That recordset contains all the
dimensionalized data including the facts and their corresponding context, like dimensions member
names, attributes, etc. This output type is useful when the final destination for the data is a Business
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Intelligence System or analysis application such as the Excel Pivot Table. Most BI Systems’ data
importers require flat recordset as input.
To have DataDefractor output the result as a flat recordset choose the Flat radio button.

In the Column Delimiter combo box choose or type the character to be used as a column delimiter in
the resulting flat files.
In the Text Qualifier box type the character to be used to enclose text data in the recordset.
In the Locale box choose the locale to be used when generating the textual representation of floating
point numbers. If you leave the default value then the current locale set in the Regional Settings of the
machine will be used.
In the Encoding box choose the resulting text file encoding. If you have no reason to change the
encoding it is best to leave the default UTF-8, as it has highest compatibility with existing applications.
In the File name box type the destination file name for the result recordset. You can also use the Browse
button to define the location and name of the resulting file.
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The Output box displays the final destination location.
Star Output Type
The Star output type results in multiple recordsets – one for the facts and one for each dimension. This
type represents a classic Kimball-style star schema. Use this output type when the destination is a
database warehouse system organized as a star schema.
To have DataDefractor output the result as a star schema choose the Star radio button.

In the Column Delimiter combo box choose or type the character to be used as a column delimiter in
the resulting flat files.
In the Text Qualifier box type the character to be used to enclose text data in the recordset.
In the Locale box choose the locale to be used when generating the textual representation of floating
point numbers. If you leave the default value then the current locale set in the Regional Settings of the
machine will be used.
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In the Encoding box choose the resulting text file encoding. If you have no reason to change the
encoding it is best to leave the default UTF-8, as it has highest compatibility with existing applications.
The names of the resulting star schema set of files are formed by a prefix separated with a dot from the
recordset name. The recordset name for each dimension recordset is the name of the dimension. The
recordset name for the fact table is Facts. Finally the file name extension is added.
Thus if the prefix is defined as result and there is a dimension called Product and the file name
extension is defined as csv then the file containing the dimension recordset for that dimension will
have the name of result.Product.csv.
You can type the prefix in the Files Prefix box and the files extension in the Files Extension box. In the
files location enter the destination folder. You can also use the Browse button to select the destination
folder.
The resulting fact table contains generated surrogate keys for the dimension members in the
dimensions columns. You can choose that the actual dimension names (business keys) should be
included in the fact table as well by checking the Include member names in fact table checkbox. The
actual dimension names (business keys) are always included along with the surrogate member keys in
the corresponding dimension recordsets.
Saving the Mapping Schema
On this page you can also save the mapping schema to a file for later reuse. Press the Save Schema
button and you will be able to select a location and file name of the destination schema file.

The schema file contains information about the mapping rules and the measures definition. It does not
contain information about the source or the destination selected in this session.
The extension of the resulting file is DDX. If you double click a DDX in Windows Explorer it will
automatically open the DataDefractor wizard and load the schema from the file.
An alternative way to load the schema for reuse is to use the Load Schema button in the Data Source
Page (see “Loading a Mapping Schema” earlier in this chapter).

Using the DataDefractor Solo Batch Command
DataDefractor Solo comes with a command prompt utility that is capable of dimensionalizing source
data according to a mapping schema saved by DataDefractor Solo Wizard. The DataDefractor Solo Batch
Command is used to automate repetitive DataDefractor Solo executions. This command prompt utility is
useful in a scenario where the schema can be reused in an ongoing basis for incoming source data. It can
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be used as part of complex server side data integration processes. It is available with a DataDefractor
Solo Enterprise license.
To use the DataDefractor Solo Batch Command you first need a DDX schema file created in a session of
DataDefractor Solo Wizard. See “Saving the Mapping Schema” for instructions on saving the schema file.
Running the DataDefractor Solo Batch Command
The DataDefractor Solo Batch Command is located in the folder where you installed DataDefractor Solo.
Its name is DDSoloExec.exe.
Parameters are passed to the batch command as parameter name-value pairs in the form of:
/name:value.
For example here’s a typical command line call to the batch command:
ddsoloexec.exe /srctype:text “/src1-table:my source file.csv” “/ddx:my
schema.ddx” /dstschema:flat “/dstflatfile:my result.csv”
Note that if a parameter value contains a space character then you must use double quotes to enclose
the entire name-value pair including the forward slash at the beginning of the pair.
Alternatively you can put all the parameters in a text file and pass this file’s name to the DataDefractor
Batch Command using the /paramfile parameter, as in:
ddsoloexec.exe “/paramfile:my parameters.txt”
Each line in the parameters file contains a name-value pair. Following is the contents of a typical
parameters file:
/srctype:text
/src1-table:my source file.csv
/ddx:my schema.ddx
/dstschema:flat
/dstflatfile:my result.csv
Note that double quotes are not used to enclose even parameters whose values contain space
characters.
DataDefractor Solo Batch Command Parameters
Following is a list of the DataDefractor Solo Command Line Utility parameters:
Parameter Name

Parameter Value
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Parameter Name
/srctype:<value>

Parameter Value
Determines the source type. Possible values are:
text
excel
access
sql
oracle
odbc

/srcpath:<value>

/srcuser:<value>
/srcpwd:<value>
/srcsqldb:<value>
/srcN-table:<value>

/srcN-schema:<value>

/srcN-sql:<value>

/srcall

the source data is in flat text file(s)
the source is in an Excel workbook
the source data in Access database tables
the source data is in SQL Server database tables
the source data is in ORACLE database tables
the source data is in tables of an ODBC data
source
The value’s meaning depends on the /srctype parameter.
Following are the possible meanings.
the file path to Excel workbook or Access database
when /srctype is excel or access
the SQL Server name when /srctype is sql
the Oracle Net Service Name when /srctype is
oracle
the ODBC connection string when /srctype is odbc
The user/account name to use to log to the database
The password for the account specified in /srcuser
Optionally specifies SQL server database
The source table or text file name for the Nth source object. N
is the consecutive number of the object and starts from 1. For
text files wildcards can be used.
This parameter can be used as many times as the number of
objects, provided that N changes from 1 to the number of
objects as in:
/src1-table:data2006 /src2-table:data2007
Optionally specifies the database owner/schema for the Nth
source object specified with the /srcN-table option. N is
the consecutive number of the object and starts from 1.
The SQL SELECT statement for the Nth source object, if
table name cannot be used. N is the consecutive number
of the object and starts from 1. You can mix this with /srcNtable parameters while the increase of N must be
maintained between the parameters, as in:
/src1-table:data2006 "/src2-sql:select *
from data2007"
If specified, then all tables/views/spreadsheets from the
source will be used in the import. This option does not work
with text files.
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Parameter Name
/srccoldelimiter:<value>

/srctextqualifier:<value>

/srctextlocale:<value>

/srcexcelformat:<value>

Parameter Value
Optionally specifies the one character source text file column
delimiter. Valid only when /srctype is set to text. The
default value is taken from the current Regional and Language
Options. When the delimiter is a tab character or a space
character then you can use the special values tab or space
respectively as in:
/dstcoldelimiter:tab
Optionally specifies the one character text qialifier used in the
text file. Valid only when /srctype is set to text.
By default this is the double quotes symbol.
Optionally specifies the text source file locale used in decoding
floating point values. Value should be according to the RFC
1766 standard. An example value is fr-CA for French
(Canada) locale. The default value is taken from Regional and
Language Options.
Optionally specifies the formatting to be applied to the source
Excel sheets. This option is only valid when /srctype is
excel. The default value is datetime.
Possible values are:

/ddx:<value>
/dstschema:<value>

/dstflatfile:<value>
/dststarfolder:<value>
/dststarprefix:<value>
/dststarextension:<value>

datetime DataDefractor applies formatting only to cells
that are formatted with a Date\Time format.
For all other cells DataDefractor reads the raw
cell values.
full
DataDefractor applies all formatting
information stored in the Excel file. The cells
in the file are read as they are formatted by
Excel.
none
DataDefractor does not use the cell formatting
stored in the Excel file. It reads only the raw
cell values.
The file name of a DataDefractor Solo mapping schema to use
for processing the source data.
The destination schema type. Possible values are:
flat
A flat recordset containing all the output data
is created.
star
A set of recordsets representing a star schema
containing the output data is created.
Specifies the file path when /dstschema is flat
Specifies the destination folder when /dstschema is star.
If this value is not defined then the current folder is used.
Specifies the file names prefix when /dstschema is star
Specifies the file names extension when /dstschema is
star
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Parameter Name
Parameter Value
/dststarincludemembernames If present instructs DataDefractor to include member names in
the fact table. This option is valid only when /dstschema is
set to star.
/dstcoldelimiter:<value>
Optionally specifies the one character text file column
delimiter used in generating the destination files. The default
value is taken from the current Regional and Language
Options. When the delimiter is a tab character or a space
character then you can use the special values tab or space
respectively as in:
/dstcoldelimiter:tab
/dsttextqualifier:<value>
Optionally specifies the one character text qualifier
used in generating the destination file. By default this
is the double quotes symbol.
/dstlocale:<value>
Optionally specifies the destination files locale used in
encoding floating point values. Value should be according to
the RFC 1766 standard. An example value is fr-CA for French
(Canada) locale. The default value is taken from Regional and
Language Options.
/dstencoding:<value>
Optionally specifies the character encoding to be used then
generating the destination files. The default value is utf8.
Possible values are:
ansi
Uses the ANSI character
encoding
unicode
Uses the Unicode character
encoding
unicodebigendian
Uses the Unicode Big Endian
character encoding.
utf8
Uses the UTF-8 encoding without
the initial bytes signature.
utf8withsignature Uses the UTF-8 encoding with
the initial bytes signature.
/validate:<value>
If this parameter is specified then the batch command only
validates the parameters without actually running processing.
Possible values are:
1
Validates the source parameters and exits.
2
Validates the source and mapping schema
parameters and exits.
3
Validates the source, mapping schema and
destination parameters and exits.
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Upon completion of execution the DataDefractor Solo Batch Command returns an integer value
indicating the result of the execution. Following is a description of the different meanings of the return
value:
Value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Result
Success
Incorrect parameters
Schema error. Schema could not be loaded.
Error reading the source data.
Error writing to the destination.
No facts were imported.
Unexpected error
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